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ABOUT THE TAVOR
The dynamic changes in the battlefield, threats of global terrorism and demanding combat situations, generated a necessity for a
versatile, innovative and technologically advanced weapon.
With the complexity and diversity of defense and security challenges accelerating at an unprecedented rate, IWI set out to design, test
and prove the ultimate assault rifle.
The TAVOR Assault Rifle was created to answer these adversities.
The TAVOR Assault Rifle was developed in close cooperation with Israel Defense Forces (IDF) and today all IDF Infantry Units and Special
Forces deploy the TAVOR as their primary assault rifle. The TAVOR line of Assault Rifles is also operated by Governmental entities and
Military and Police units, around the world.
The TAVOR was rigorously tested by the IDF on all terrains and performed flawlessly demonstrating that with its superior precision,
accuracy, reliability and enhanced human ergonomics, the TAVOR distinguish itself as the ultimate weapon of the 21st century.
In 2014 the TAVOR Assault Rifle was selected by American Rifleman Magazine for the prestigious Golden Bullseye Award as the Rifle of
the Year. This award is a symbol of excellence and innovation in firearms.
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FEATURES

Bullpup configuration
Optimized ergonomic design
Rear center of gravity
30-round NATO magazine capacity
Day-to-night optics conversion without re-zeroing
Fully ambidextrous
Foldable back-up sights which include tritium for
night combat
Manufactured out of high strength impact modified
polymer, providing a strong but light frame
6-points for support: stable while shooting in prone
position, sitting, kneeling, and standing, firing under
arm and from the hip
Minimum operator and armorer level maintenance,
cost effective
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Simple field stripping into only 2 parts, no need for
special tools
Last round catch
Corrosion-resistant metal parts
100% interchangeability
Flip up back-up sight
Available also in semi-automatic version
Integrated reflex sight (optional)
Available in 9X19mm
Long Picatinny rail versions

TAVOR | TECHNICAL DATA
Model

Caliber

Rifling

Barrel
length (mm)

Total
length (mm)

Weight
(approx. Kg)
(w/o magazine)

Rate of fire
(approx. Rd./min)

TAR Flattop

5.56X45mm

6 RH Grooves, 1:7" twist

457 (18")

725

3.6

750~950

CTAR Flattop

5.56X45mm

6 RH Grooves, 1:7" twist

380 (15")

640

3.5

750~950

•

Technical data may change according to weapon's configuration

IWI has the right to modify and/or change the information in this Catalog (including the pictures) without prior notice. This Catalog is the property of Israel Weapon Industries
(I.W.I) Ltd. This Catalog shall not be duplicated, used, or copied in any form, except with the prior written permission of IWI’s authorized person. Acceptance of this Catalog will be
construed as acceptance of the foregoing conditions.

TAVOR MODELS
TAVOR TAR
TAVOR TAR Flattop with 457mm
barrel length. Available also with
integral reflex sight
AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Desert

Green

TAVOR TAR FLATTOP
5.56X45mm Flattop Assault Rifle

TAVOR TAR INTEGRAL
5.56X45mm Assault Rifle,
with integral MEPRO 21 reflex sight (available with diverse sights)

TAVOR CTAR
TAVOR CTAR Flattop with 380mm
barrel length. Available also with
integral reflex sight
AVAILABLE COLORS:

Black

Desert

Green

TAVOR CTAR FLATTOP
5.56X45mm Flattop Assault Rifle

TAVOR CTAR INTEGRAL
5.56X45mm Assault Rifle,
with integral MEPRO MOR reflex sight (available with diverse sights)

TAVOR | OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

MEPRO 21

MEPRO M5

MEPRO MOR

MEPRO MX3 F/T

Day / night self
illuminated reflex sight

Red dot weapon sight

Multi-purpose reflex
sight with two laser
pointers (Visible and IR)

X3 Magnifier with Integrated
Side Flip Adaptor

MEPRO X4

MEPRO MINIMON L

MEPRO GLS

MEPRO STING

Day scope with x4
magnification

Multi-functional night vision
mini-monocular (Side flip
adaptor - optional)

Self-illuminated reflex sight
for 40mm grenade launcher

Dual wavelength laser
pointer

REMOVABLE IRON SIGHT

ASSAULT GRIP

BAYONET

BAYONET
With flash suppressor

With quick detach

5.56 SUPPRESSOR

BIPOD
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